ROLL-ON STRIP WAX
pink-cosmetics.com

Quick-Start Guide
With the vegan Adore Strip Wax Roll-ons, you can remove hair from 2 mm length on large body areas very quickly, effortlessly and economically. For optimal results, follow the PINK 2 mm Waxing Technique as described below. This Quick-Start Guide will provide you with
the most important basics for using Adore Strip Wax. You can find related video content at www.youtube.com/PINKCosmetics.
Interested in learning more? Sign up for a hands-on training at one of the PINK Waxing Academy Centers or learn from the comfort
of your own home during an Online Waxing Training or with the PINK Waxing Manuals. Whatever option you choose, we are always
by your side to support you every step of the way. To share tips and tricks with the PINK Waxing Experts join our English speaking
Facebook group ‘Depiladora’s Secrets’ or the Dutch speaking group ‘Depiladora’s Secrets Nederland’.
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PLACE ROLL-ONS
IN HEATER
CHECK
CONSISTENCY

 Heat the Adore Strip Wax Roll-ons in a cartridge heater.
 The setting for the Triple Roll-on Heater is as follows: 20 minutes / level 6
 At the correct temperature, the wax has a thin syrupy consistency and can be applied smoothly.
The wax should easily move back and forth in the cartridge.
 After applying a thin layer of wax, put the cartridge immediately back into the heater.
 To clean the skin, apply 2 pumps of SkinClean Foam with your hands until the foam

APPLY
PRE-CARE

is absorbed into the skin.
 Roll the cartridge onto the non-woven strip for the wax to start coming out of the cartridge.

APPLY
THE WAX

 Apply the wax very thinly in the direction of hair growth. The Adore Strip Wax Roll-on is applied very
sparingly - it looks almost transparent on the skin.
 After application, you have 60 seconds to remove the wax. After that, the wax becomes firm and
doesn’t stick to the waxing strip very well.
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 Place the waxing strip on the wax and gently massage over it with your hand

REMOVE
THE WAX

(once up and down is enough) so that wax and strip can connect.
 If the customer has cold skin, simply rub the waxing strip a bit more intensely so the wax can stick to it.
 Quickly remove the waxing strip by pulling it against the direction of hair growth, along the
well-tightened skin.
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APPLY
AFTER-CARE

 To remove wax residues and optimally nourish the skin, you can choose one
of the following products:
• For very dry skin and in winter we recommend AfterCare Oil.
• On skin areas prone to folliculitis AfterCare Cream is used.
 For a cooling effect and to reduce redness, finish the treatment with SkinCool Gel.
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